**PRIMARY**

New, Refurbished & Used Options available

---

1. **Tobacco Slicer (non brand)**
   - Function: Machine is used to slice the cakes of tobacco from a C48 carton cake; weight approx. 200kg. From the slicer the product will go into the Conditioning cylinder.
   - Overall Capacity: 6500 kg/hr
   - Operating System: Siemens Simatic S7

2. **Vertical Thresher**
   **Lamina Stem Seperator**

3. **Tobacco Stem Flattener**
Current Supply Opportunities Available (not limited to):

- New, Refurbished & Used Options
- Different formats available or format according to customer preference

### MAKING

1. **Molins Mark 8 + Hauni Max 3**
   - Overall Capacity: upto 2500 cpm
   - Machine condition: Used & Refurbished available

2. **Hauni Garant 1B + Max 3**
   - Overall Capacity: upto 1500 cpm
   - Machine condition: Refurbished
   - Cigarette Length: 65 mm
   - Filter Length: 25 mm

3. **Molins Mark 9 + Hauni Max S**
   - Overall Capacity: upto 5000 cpm
   - Machine condition: Refurbished

4. **Molins Mark super 9.5**
   - Overall Capacity: upto 5000 cpm
   - Machine condition: Used
   - Availability: Immediate
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Current Supply Opportunities Available (not limited to):

- New, Refurbished & Used Options
- Different formats available or format according to customer preference

## MAKING

### 5. Cigarette Tube Maker

- Complete line for the production of hollow cigarette tubes with a double outlet to the packer machine

### 6. Filter Rod Maker & Tray Loader

- The line consists of: Acetate elaboration module, Filter rod maker, Filter control and transfer device, and Filter tray loader
- Nominal production: 500 m/min
Secondary

Current Supply Opportunities Available (not limited to):
- New, Refurbished & Used Options
- Different formats available or format according to customer preference

Packing

1. HLP2 Packing Line
   - Overall Capacity: upto 180 ppm
   - Machine condition: Refurbished
   - Inclusive of: HLP 2 unit, Tax Stamper, Wrapper, Marden Edward Over wrapper and Cartoner

2. Sasib Alfa
   - Overall Capacity: upto 400 ppm
   - Machine condition: Used